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We report here observations of laser-induced non-linear light scattering, both eIaslfc and inelastic 
(hyper-Raman), from methane, etbane and ethylene. Observations on several other molecules, mainly 
substituted metbanes and ethanes, wiII be reported elsewhere. 

The several aspects of the theory of non-lin- here those aspects which are of aid in titerpet- 
ear (three-quantum) light scattering have been ing the results discussed below. Centrosymmetric 
treated by several au~kms [l-5]. We summarize molecules should exhibit no second harmonic 
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Fig. 1. ‘I’& byper-Raman spectrum of methane, under the conditions indicated. Horieontat scale is the byper-&man 
shift, A = 2Qser -vscattered, and vertical scale is the number of counts accumulated divided by the number of 

laser shots. 
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Fig. 2. The hyper-Raman spectrum of et&me; scales as in fig. 1. 

(elastic) scattering [l]. Rotational transitions 
from AJ = 0 up to AJ = 3 are allowed in hyper- 
F&man [2]. The hype++.man allowed vibrational 
transitions may be separated into two classes, 
those which are also infrared allowed and those 
which are not. The two classes may be distin- 
guished experimentally by their different polari- 
zation properties ]3,5]. 

The present experimen’ial arrangement differs 
from previous ones [1,2,5] in that an entire 
spectrum of the scattered light is collected and 
stored for each laser shot. Tiiis considerable 
economy in data-collecting time is achieved 
through the use of a multichannel photon counting 
detector comprised of an image intensifier- 
television camera-multichannel scaler. Details 
of the detection system will be published sub- 
sequently [6]. The ruby laser beam, of 2 MW 
peak power and 0.1 microsecond duration, was 
focused into the gas cell at f:lO. The scattered 
light from the focal volume was collected at ap- 
proximately f:l. We estimate roughly that the 
transmission efficiency of the entire system, 
including the quantum efficiency of the detector, 
is no greater than 5 per cent. Because of the un- 
certainty in this figure, relative scattering effi- 
ciencies of different molecules ‘cannot be com- 
pared to better than a factor .of two, No attempt 
to measure absolute intensities was made. 
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The spectra shown beiow; covering some 
5000 cm-l, were stored in a 256 channel analyzer. 
The presentation shown is a computer fit to a 
three-point running average with every tenth raw 
datum point (channel) displayed. The system re- 
solution is limited to that of the television camera 
tube, about 2 or 3 channels. The rotational en- 
velope varies in width from 260 to 300 cm-l and 
appears to be the limiting factor in determining 
band centers. 

The spectrum of methane is shown in fig. 1. 
The two prominent lines, centered approximately 
at A = 1OC: cm-l and 3650 cm-l(A = 2Ulaser 
-Yscattered), represent 510 and 422 photoevents, 
respectively, from 12 260 laser shots. These two 
bands correspond to the non-linear “elastic” 
scattering and to the hyper-Raman shift due to 
the C-H s:reLking frequency q(f2). The infrared 
value for ae latter is 3020 cm-l [?I*. A much 
weaker peak, located roughly at 1300 cm-l, may 
be matched with the known infrared band of 
1306 cm-l. assigned as ~4, also of f2 symmetry. 
Note that tie elastic peak is extremely weak, 
hardly stronger than the inelastic C-H stretching 
band. The shift of 100 cm-1 of this band to the 
Stokes side was predicted and observed earlier by 

* All i.nfrar*zd values are from rei. [7]. 
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Fig. 3. The hyper-Raman spectrum of ethylene: scales as in fig. I, 

Maker [5]. We note in passing that this band cor- 
responds to a @re ~otafional (hyper) Ranan 
specfrum of a spherical top. 

Fig. 2 presents the hyper-Raman spectrum of 
ethane k&en at 350 psi with 1’7 000 laser shots. 
The second harmonic line is totally absent. This 
is by far the strongest demonstratton to date that 
centrosymmetric molecules do not produce elas- 
tic non-linear scattering flJ, and at the same 
time firmly establishes D3d symmetry for ethane. 
The strong band located at A = 2950 cm-l IS 
identified as the overlap of v (a2u) and v (e ) 
C-H stretching vibrations ( in%ared value?s ofu 
2954 cm-1 and 2994 cm-l respectively). The 
weaker band located at 1450 cm-l may be the 
overlap of v 
and that at 9 fi, 

(a2u and v8(eu) CH3 deformations, 
0 cm-l to the whole molecule bend- 

ing vibrations v9(%). The band at 300 cm-l we 
can assign to the torsional vibration of symmetry 
alu, uniquely hyper-Raman allowed. This ie ap- 
parently the first direct observation of this fun- 
damental which does not invoke a combinalion 0~ 
c@ffmence frequency , or a perturbafion to pernaif 
observation Agreement with the value of 289 cm”‘l 
obtained by Weiss and Leroi IS] is reasonable. 

Two spectra of ethylene under different pola- 
rization conditions are shown in figs. 3 and 4. The 
first of these was obtained from only 2480 laser 
nhots and represents non-analyzed output scatter- 

ing. The broad peak at 3640 cm-l with shoulder 
toward lower energy is proba.bIy an overlap of 
~9~~) and ull(b3u) C-H stretching frequencies 
with infrared vatues of 3W5 cm-g and 2989 cm-l. 
The very strong line at 980 cm-1 corresponds to 
the whole molecule bend&g mode q(bLu), of 
infrared frequency 949 cm-L. This strong band 
badly overlaps “lo at 995 cm-’ and the predicted 
position of the torsionar mode, u4(\), at about 
825 cm-l [7, p.326-3281. A weak unexpected 
second harmonic is seen at 80 cm-l. 

Because ethylene proved to have such high 
scattering power, an expetiment with incident 
radiation circularly pofartzed and scafztered light 
analyzed with polarization parallel to the scatter- 
ing plane was performed. The resultfug spectrum 
is shown in fig. 4. This particular observation 
yields a spectrum which arises from purely hyper- 
Raman allowed components, or, after Maker [Sl, 
a flf31 spectrum. Some caution on this point is 
advisable; the sepatiion of the 0 c3I spectrum is 
not perfect because the finite collection angle per- 
mits some /3 c 1 scatterin 1 
system. Thus a pure P[ 3f 

to leak into the detection 
spectrum is not obtained. 

The most striking change is the neariy complete 
loss in intensity of the v7 (bending) Vibration and 
the absence of the second harmonic band. This 
suggests that the two effects may not be indepen- 
dent, and that the unexpected second harmonic 
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Fig.4. The hyper-Haman spectrum of ethylene under polarization conditions listed in text; scales as in fig. 1. 

map dkzive from the strong molecular bending 
vibm We-ye1 that the remaining intensity 
in the 95Q cm region represents overlapping 

Attempts to find the f, infrared and Ranan 
forbidden mode in octahedral SF6 were un- 
successful, though 1’7000 shots were taken. 
No bands were observed. 
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the National Science Foundation and the Petroleum 
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